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QUESTIONS/STATEMENTS AND ANSWERS
1) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“Given the requirements around data modeling and reporting experience, does this imply
that this effort includes modification/updates to existing functionality? Or is the goal of this
effort to just mirror existing functionality once the migration is complete?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
RFO #11-043-ITS seeks consultant services to support migration of (existing) Microsoft
(MS) SQL database systems integrated with clinical applications to a Tier III datacenter.
However, please recognize that contractor may be required to perform other duties as
requested by CPHCS to support migration efforts including, but not limited to,
modification/updates to existing functionality.
2) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“Assuming that the databases this resource will be working on are tied to existing
applications, will we also be responsible for migration the application code?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
Yes; all MS SQL database components, including associated code (e.g., application, stored
procedures, etc.), shall be migrated by Contractor.
3) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“Does CPHCS have a current vendor or vendors in place to support these databases?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
Yes; CPHCS has an application support team (i.e., CPHCS management and staff, and
contractors) currently in place to support the MS SQL server databases.

4) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“Can you provide an approximate number of databases and/or applications that are part of
this migration effort?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
CPHCS has approximately twenty (20) MS.NET applications and sixty (60) databases on
virtual servers.
5) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“Is the contact length based on a current estimate of effort and/or project schedule?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
The proposed contract term (i.e., one-year) is based on the number of estimated weeks for
completion of all deliverables and any other duties as requested by CPHCS.
However, please recognize that CPHCS seeks a detailed description of Contractor’s approach
for completing services including, but not limited to, contractor’s proposed period of
performance that may be less than one-year, etc..
6) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“Is CPHCS open to an alternate sequencing of the deliverables if we see an opportunity to
deliver them more efficiently?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
CPHCS seeks a detailed description of Contractor’s approach for completing said services. .
7) Question(s)/Statement(s):
“To provide ample time for a thorough response based on answers to the above questions,
would CPHCS consider a one week extension to the due date?”
Answer(s)/Statement(s):
No extension shall be given.

